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Teach Essentials of law (or absence of it) Anthony Johnson (1620s and 1660s) and Slave Codes
This begins the 1st paragraph of your paper for the 1st Part (the Visual Paper) and—later—for the 2nd part. For the 1st Part, you only need to do the Requirements. (Tip: Use Ctrl-F to find them all.) This preformatted file does not repeat instructions in these links: How to Do Your Paper and the Visual Example for Evidence. Requirement 1: Complete the information on the 1st line. In the 1st paragraph, use the 1st primary (the earliest primary and the 1st one in the folder of primaries) and at least one textbook page appropriate for the 1st primary. Requirement 2: make a correct footnote to a page of the 1st primary after this period. Requirement 3: make a correct footnote to one textbook page appropriate for the 1st primary after this period.

Notice the blank line above this paragraph and the next. In your writing, you will need to make transition sentences to introduce all 3 of the new paragraphs and to show how evidence fits together. This begins your 2nd paragraph of your paper. In the 2nd paragraph, use the 2nd primary in the folder and at least one textbook page appropriate for the 2nd primary. Requirement 4: make a correct footnote to a page of the 2nd primary after this period. Requirement 5: make a correct footnote to one textbook page appropriate for the 2nd primary after this period.

This begins your 3rd paragraph of your paper—on the last time period. In the 3rd paragraph, use the 3rd primary in the folder and at least one textbook page appropriate for the 3rd primary. Requirement 6: make a correct footnote to a page of the   after this period. Requirement 7: make a correct footnote to one textbook page appropriate for the 3rd primary after this period. Requirement 8: make sure the footnotes end on this page and Bibliography is at the top of the 2nd page. 
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Requirement 9: When done, delete these Requirements for the Bibliography:
	Requirement 10: In your bibliographic entries, make the first line flush left with the left margin and indent the lines below the first line as shown with the bibliographic entry for the textbook. 
	Requirement 11: Make sure the 4 bibliographic entries are in alphabetical order. To make them alphabetical, you may need to move the pre-written bibliographic entry for the textbook. 

Requirement 12, 13, 14: Use the Chicago Manual of Style Cheat Sheet - Needed so you know how to do the bibliographic entries for the 3 primaries.



